# FAMILY FIRE SAFETY

**ACROSS**

2 Heat, light, and flames produced by burning  
5 Be ready for something  
7 Propane or butane  
8 Sleeping area with bed  
9 Room where family gathers together  
12 Building where a family lives  
14 Rubbish  
16 Outside surface  
17 Danger or risk  
18 Breathe air through a cigarette  
19 Freedom from danger

**DOWN**

1 Space in a building that is underground  
3 Safety check  
4 Puts out fire with chemicals  
6 Device that sounds an alarm for smoke or fire  
7 Built to shelter cars, trucks or other vehicles  
10 Person who is ill or disabled  
11 Room with a toilet and often a sink or bathtub  
13 Young human  
15 Food preparation area
FAMILY FIRE SAFETY
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